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The cattle under spreading trees

'Stand in rich pasture to their knees,

!*^'ith quiet water, sweet and cool. l
|;^ider the mountain beautiful.

The Day. with finger to her lips.

Round to the heavenly evening slips.

And all the winds are lullabies.
And all the stars are mothers' eyes.
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A HISTORY OP CrtITICTf.M AND LITERARY
TASTK IN EUROPE PROM THE EARLJEST
TEXTS TO THE PRESENT DAY. Hy Cltorse
Saintst>ury, M. A. Oxon.; Hon. I.l*. I>. Aberd..
Professor of Khetorie and KnKlisti Literature
ln the I'nivirsity of KdinLturgh. In three
volumes. Vol. 11. Krom the Renaissance to

the Decline of Eighteenth Century Orthodoxy.
Octavo, pp. xviii. i!«. Dodd. Mead & Co.

Professor Saintsbury has always been known

as a man of industry, and from his style one

would naturally assume him to be a facile
writer. Nevertheless we are surprised, and de-

TITB SECOND VOLUME OP PROKKSSOR

SAINTSBURY'S MAGNUM OPUS.

CRITICISM. enormous reading. There Is something novel,

almost to strangeness. In the author's confes-
sion that he is less familiar with Spanish litera-

ture than with some others. He conveys in

general the Impression of omniscience. This

sometimes proves a little irritating to the read-
er, for there goes with it a certain cocksur. n. sa

which is wearisome, to say the least. Fortu-

nately the volume before us is disfigured by

fewer blemishes of st>le and temper than mark

its predecessor. There Is a rather unrepentant

passage in the preface, in which Professor Saints-
bury jauntily pays fiis compliments to those

readers who do not like jokes in a history of

criticism. lie forgets, we fear, that thoro are
jokes and jokes. But we may forgive him his

little fling Inasmuch as he has given this sec-
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fome Ixjndon critics arc sorely troubled by

the invasion of the Kuglish market by American

authors. One of them bewails what he ™\\s

the ironical ending to the copyright act, "which

has submerged the people It was intended to

benefit" The English author thought that it

was going to increase his sales and royalties,

but now he finds that American publishers and

editors are printing more American than Krig-

lisii work, and he, poor fellow, is not even
pirated <>n this side of the Atlantic. Of course,

this complainant is convinced that we are being

satisfied with poor stuff, and we do not pretend
to deny that a huge circulation has been

achieved by more than one American novel hay-

Ing net bin- but Its native authorship to recom-
mend it. liut the distinguished American writer
who Is quoted in "The Daily Mail" as saying,

"Since the war we have invented the second
class American author, and we don't want for-
eigners," has put the thing with more humor
than point. It is true that we do not want
foreigners as much as we used to want them.
But the admission must be qualified with the

remark that we do want them when they are
good— and pay for their works with a generosity

that, we believe, many of the craft fullyappre-
ciate.

lighted, ut :.. appearance of .li<- second volume
of his elaborate "History ot Criticism" only
eIKhU.-t.-n months after the publication of the
first. Indeed, there . deal to marvel
at In th. | \u25a0 >duction; it 1* not only a rapid
piece of work, but it gives ua In wonderfully
clear and convenient form th.- fruita of !• i...

P.< 11LEAH.
(From a contemporary portrait.}

ond volume a slightly better tone, whether
consciously or not we need not Inquire.

As we Mini these new pages we find our ad-
Ing for the method on which

they have been ba* d. Ri< b as they are la aug-
.\u25a0• (jencralr .. .;. the author never for-

gets that be must : I m himself with

Mr. Andrew Lang, rambling in his playful

way about the subject of "General Culture
Courses," declares that it Is by some unhappy

destiny that 'thousands of young men and
women of the fairly well-to-do classes are

obliged to spend part of three or four years In

being educated, that is. in attending universi-
ties, where the Ingenuous victims are actually

supposed to 'read.'
" Study of any kind he main-

tains, is, for these thousands, nothing less than,

an abomination, and •"why," he asks, "should
we blame them? 1 Whatever the intentions of
nature may bo, he poos on, "she certainly never

Meant the enormous majority of the human race
lo care for 'poetry and the use of the globes. 1 for

listory. or languages, or literature. If we

rfould but be fair, this truth could not escape
general acknowledgment" The rase is no

iloubt overstated, but Mr. Lang's words have a

useful application for a Rood many thousands
who fancy that their education means some-

thing. We refer to the thousands who have. In

late years, encouraged by a "booming
*

market
taken to the writingof books. Their presump-

tion constitutes a phenomenon by itself. They

have acquired some education, they can write
fairly good English, and they have imbibed a
certain taste for literature. But from their

works it is not plain that they have any more
"call" to write books than they have to over-
haul the conclusions of the astronomers. Be-
cause they can struggle into print they have a
notion that it is all right. "Besides," they
argue, "have we not as much right as anybody
else to blacken paper?" They have no right

whatever. They and their admiring relatives
and friends are laboring under a fond delusion.
They think that it was Intended that they
should write bonks, because they think that
they are cultured, because they think that they
think. They mike a tragical mistake.

Th.it the rorfnt death of Eugene Mnntz has
passed almost unnoticed by the puMlc should
warn the scholar who Fondly dreams of im-

mediate fame. Tins distinguished Prenchman
put t'> bis credit some of the most useful works
of research in the history of art that have been
published in a quarter of a century, but In few
places, apparently, has there been shown any

realization of the loss which art and literature
have sustained in bis disappearance from the
Bcene. He was a hard worker, the author of
many elaborate publications, Including an in-
dlspenHable life of Raphael, a valuable book on
Leonardo <lv Vinci, thn»e weighty volumes on
the art of the Renaissance, the splendid mono-
graph oil Petrarch (written in collaboration with
the Prince d'Essling), which we reviewed only
a short time ago, and many other bonks, to say
nothing of voluminous contributions to the
"Gazette dea Beaux Arts" and similar period-
icals. For some time before his death, which
occurred in his fifty-seventh year, excessive
labor hfict rendered his health precarious, but he
ivas giving enthusiastic attention to a new lit-
prary enterprise when the blow fell. He will
it- remembered for his erudition; for the energy

and shrewdness with which ho pursued his
studies among works of art and the documents
\u25a0oncerulng them; for bis sound judgment and
or his line taste. His works, moreover, al-
\u25a0eady highly valued by those best qualified to
ippreciate them, promise to become more and
More popular as time goes on, for tlio pood rea-

son that they ar<> written in a thoroughly com-
prehensible mannox.

DRYDEN.
'From the iiortr.Ut by Kneller.)

Considered from this point of view, a great

many of Professor Saintsbury"s pedagogues de-
serve, we think, even warmer tribute than he is
himself willingto pay them. For example. It is
plain that he id restless under the pressure of

that opinion which would exalt Boileau beyond

all measure. We can sympathize, with him.
There is no cant more offensive than that of the

dilettanti who, having rediscovered an old au-
thor, at once seek to place him on a pedestal

higher than the one to which he Is entitled,

Hut to ask, as our author asks, that the famous
Frenchman should have been diverted from his
"perpetual appeal to Good Sense and Reason"*
by the warning of Lonsrinus ("Heights of elo-
quence or of poetry, but especially of poetry,

do not lead to persuasion but to ecstasy'") Is to
ask a little too much; it is not simply to con-
tradict but to misapprehend the contention that
Bolleaa is "an adequate representative of the
French literary genius." Itis precisely because
Boileau la representative of that genius, at least
in one of its most characteristic elements, that
he has been so potent Despite his limitations,
he stood for that sense of law and order in mat-
ters of the intellect by which the French have
been peculiarly distinguished, and in which we
must recognize one of the first and most dura-
ble of the forces which make for rational criti-
cism. Moreover, and this is a point which might
well have been emphasized, an academic scheme
of criticism loses many of its terrors when a
man of genius arises. Witness I>ryden. whose
robust common sense bequeathed to us some of
the best criticism in the language, for all that
he. t,H>. adjusted himself more or less to the
neo-classical orthodoxy. Taking Professor
Salntsbury's long catalogue of critics In a broad
survey, the reader Is struck by the manner' ln
which the first class man always breaks
through the restraints of the schools, and, by
dint of giving his mind free play, carries the
movement of criticism vigorously forward. Cas-

"what men ought to have admired, what they

ought to have written, what they ought to ha.-*

thought, but with what they did think, writ*

admire." In other words, he subordinates tb«

expression of opinion to the statement of fact,

and gives us in the best sense a history. a worrt

to which the student may profitably turn when-
ever he wishes to ascertain who the critic*
were at a given period, what subjects they at-
tacked, and what they said about them. This
Is a kind of anthology, with the difference that

in place of bald quotations we have miniature
portraits of authors and readable summaries
of their works. We say "readable" advisedly,

for in many cases what Professor Saintabury

has to do. and does, is to quicken into life the

dry bones of the driest of controversies, to dis-
entangle from voluminous writings, long since
shelved and forgotten, if not dead and buried,

the essential points by virtue of which an an-
cient pedant Is to be forgiven a little of his
pedantry. The book teems with opportunities
Inviting to the scholar and critic, with names
representative of phases in the evolution of
criticism on which it would be most interest-

ing to linger. But to yield to temptation her*

would be to be carried too far afield, and we

can only glance at a few of the questions raised.

Poetry provided the principal theme of the
early Italian critics with whom Professor
Saintsbury practically begins his examination.
Among the writings of these Southerners, he
finds again and again critical apercu* of con-
siderable interest, and remembering that if it

la important to state the value of a critic to hi*

posterity, it is of even more importance to Indi-
cate the value that he had for his contempo-

raries, he appraises more than one of them with
generosity. Thus in his pages on Vida— which,

Include, by the way. in the summary of the

"Poetics" one of the author's best essays la

vivacious description and analysis pa-

tience with the Italian's deplorable addiction

to the rule of thumb does not prevent him from

recognizing the profound influence he exerted. In

fact. he declares that Vida seems, by a sort of

Intuition, "to have anticipated, at the beginning

of the sixteenth century, almost the whole crit-
ical orthodoxy of the sixteenth, seventeenth and
eighteenth." The rule of thumb was at the

bottom of that orthodoxy, obscured no doubt
by the glamour of scholarship, and even, from

time to time, more or less transmogrified by th«
power of something like genius, but still the nil*

of thumb. Platonists and Aristotelians, then as
always, were disposed to form themselves into
separate camps, but they cheerfully filched from
one another when they could, and on one point
may !•• Bald to have almost practically united,

that Is, In recognizing the authority of classical
precedent as paramount. The lung story of
their doings discloses a fact which we wish
Professor Saintsbury had thought to put in the
foreground. It is not so much for their con-
scious effort* toward the establishment of a
canon of criticism that the pioneers in Europe

are to be remembered, as It Is for the service
they rendered in enforcing the disciplinary side

of the art. To put it inanother way. ifthe Virgil

worship which did so much to land many an
early critic in an impasse of complacency was

inimical to sound criticism in erecting a single

classic into a kind of law— the very foundation
\u25a0tone of sound criticism being catholicity

—
it

was not bad fur the writers In the centuries

traversed by Professor Saintsbury to be held
back, even though by an error, from mere whim

and from the loose thinking that whimsicality

too often implies. When the human mind goea
to school it may recent a discipline too peda-
gogic, but it is necessary that the pedagogue

should be there, constant in insistence upon the
rules of the game.
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